steute develops and produces reliable switchgear
for complex and critical applications. In addition
to a comprehensive standard range for »Wireless,
Automation, Extreme and Meditec« applications,
we increasingly develop customised switchgear
for all four business divisions. These might
include foot controls for laser surgery, emergency
pull wire switches for mining or position
switches for industrial automation. Our headquarters is located in Löhne, Westphalia;
international sales are taken care of by steute
subsidiaries and distribution partners around the
world.

THREE WAYS TO FIND THE RIGHT SWITCHGEAR
Our new product and warehouse structure

If you would like more information or individual
advice, please do not hesitate to contact us.
For further details go to: www.steute.com
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The new steute
product and
warehouse
structure:
fast,
versatile,
individual

THREE-TIER PRODUCT AND WAREHOUSE STRUCTURE
FAST DELIVERY, HIGH AVAILABILITY

STOCK TYPES
ALWAYS AVAILABLE FAST

VARIANTS
SWITCHGEAR FROM THE STEUTE MODULAR SYSTEM

Fast

CUSTOM SOLUTIONS
SPECIAL DEVELOPMENTS

Versatile

Individual

Diversity in nature and in technology
Razorbill, crested auklet and puffin: why are there 24 different species of »auk« birds alone? And why
around 200 different types of finch? Because nature is adaptable and never tires of generating new
variations. Over the course of millions of years, individual species have steadily become more and more
differentiated. This principle of evolution was discovered and described by Charles Darwin based on the
finches he found on the Galapagos Islands.
The steute switchgear range also displays considerable diversity. Over the years, the wishes and requirements of our customers have led to a steady generation of new series and variants. This is true of our
catalogue range, as well as our »custom« switching devices which we develop especially for individual
applications.
And this diversity is here to stay. We are happy to provide customers with individual switchgear –
and will produce such devices on request. But in order to provide »completely normal« switchgear to
those who require it fast, we have assigned each product in our wide range to one of three categories:
•
•
•

stock type
variant
custom solution

The category of each switching device is clearly marked in our online catalogue – so that you know:
»If I order a stock type, I can expect speedy delivery.« We have a commitment to keep the numerous
stock types in our warehouse and to produce more immediately if stocks get low – even without orders
on hand.
This new product and warehouse structure creates transparency and shortens the wait from order to
delivery.
At the same time we have made our entire online catalogue easier to handle – for example with intuitive
and interactive navigation to give you a rapid overview of all product pages, naturally also in optimised
form for mobile terminals. Give it a try at: www.steute.com

OUR CLASSICS
ALWAYS IN STOCK
The steute range includes »Classics« which are highly in demand
and usually in stock at all times – for example our GFS 2.

We have defined as stock types those variants
which our customers order most frequently and
which can be applied universally. They are always
in stock or – if large quantities are required – available at very short notice.
This means: If you need something fast, order a
stock type!
GFS 2
stock type

GFS 2
variant

GFS 2
custom solution

If the desired product is not marked as a stock type,
then you know: it is a variant which is not kept in
stock, but is produced or configured to order by our
flexible production unit.

If you cannot find the product you are looking for
among our stock types or variants, talk to us!
Custom solutions are not included in our online
catalogue.

Due to the modular design of many of our series,
variants can usually be created quickly – but if you
are in a hurry or would like to profit from the savings to be made from buying a device produced in
larger quantities, we recommend you take a look at
our stock types in the same product series!

Even if you are the first customer to require a
particular variant, we can often construct or
modify the desired switching device with an
acceptable (and affordable) amount of effort.
Project teams in our different business divisions
make it possible!

